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ENGLISH III EXAM:

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

PART 1 POINT VALUE
(1 possible point per question x 24 questions) x 1 rubric point =
24 points /56 points
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Part 1: Multiple-Choice Questions
Directions (1-24): Closely read each of the three passages below. After each passage, there
are several multiple-choice questions. Select the best suggested answer to each question
and record your answer on the separate answer sheet provided for you. You may use the
margins to take notes as you read.

PART 1 PROCEDURE
1. Read questions FIRST to get overall gist of what you’re reading for.
2. Label line numbers from questions, question numbers, and what
the questions are asking for (ex: tone, central idea, etc.).
3. Read through text fully SECOND.
4. Answer multiple-choice questions.

PART 1 FORMAT
• ONE fictional text with TEN questions
• ONE poem with FOUR/FIVE questions
• ONE non-fictional text with NINE/TEN
questions

*NOTE: We will learn more about how to implement these
multiple-choice strategies at the end of our first text of quarter 1 and more
in-depth at the beginning of quarter 4.
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English III Exam:

ARGUMENT ESSAY

PART 2 POINT VALUE
6 possible points x 4 rubric points =
24 points /56 points
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Writing Part 2: Text-Analysis Response
Directions: Closely read each of the four texts provided on pages – through – and write a
source-based argument on the topic below. You may use the margins to take notes as you
read and scrap paper to plan your response. Write your argument beginning on page 1 of
your essay booklet.
Topic: ??????????????????????
Your Task: Carefully read each of the four texts provided. Then, using evidence from at
least three of the texts, write a well-developed argument regarding whether or not plastic
shopping bags should be banne. Clearly establish your claim, distinguish your claim from
alternate or opposing claims, and use specific, relevant, and sufficient evidence from at least
three of the texts to develop your argument. Do not simply summarize each text.
Guidelines:
Be sure to:
• Establish your claim regarding whether or not -----------…
• Distinguish your claim from alternate or opposing claims
• Use specific, relevant, and sufficient evidence from at least three of the texts to
develop your argument
• Identify each source that you reference by text number and line number(s) or
graphic (for example: Text 1, line 4 or Text 2, graphic)
• Organize your ideas in a cohesive and coherent manner
• Maintain a formal style of writing
• Follow the conventions of standard written English

Part 2 Procedure
1. Read your topic question and instructions.
2. Label your highlights (yellow = yes, pink = no).
3. Read through and highlight all FOUR texts for “yes” quotes
(yellow) and “no” quotes (pink).
4. Return to the instruction page and write out your claim and
counterclaim based on how many pieces of evidence you found for
each color.
5. Decide which texts you want to use and for which paragraphs.
6. Write down which texts you will use for which side of your
argument (see below) and highlight with appropriate colors.
7. Write essay using format provided on next page.

FORMAT
Body Paragraph #1

Text # ____

Body Paragraph #2

Text # ____

Body Paragraph #3

Text # ____
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PART 2 – Argument Essay

(engageNY 11.3.3)

Topic (as written in Part 2 directions):

Your Claim:
YES or NO,
(circle one)

Counterclaim:
YES or NO,
(circle one)

1st Paragraph: Introduction
Introduce the ARGUMENT, its CLAIM, and COUNTERCLAIM.
1. Restate the current issue: Currently, there is an argument about
.
2. State what one side says about the issue: One side believes that
.
3. State what the other side says about the issue: The other side thinks that
.
4. Make your claim or stance: I believe
5. Conclude your introduction: However, one must consider both sides of the argument.

2nd Paragraph: Your Claim

3rd Paragraph: Your Claim

Write about your 1st chosen text

Write about your 2nd chosen text

1. IVF Statement about 1 text
2. Claim Evidence #1
3. Explain Evidence #1
Text
4. Analyze Evidence #1
5. Claim Evidence #2
6. Explain Evidence #2
7. Analyze Evidence #2
8. Conclude, Analyze, Prove

1. IVF Statement about 2 text
2. Claim Evidence #1
3. Explain Evidence #1
Text
4. Analyze Evidence #1
5. Claim Evidence #2
6. Explain Evidence #2
7. Analyze Evidence #2
8. Conclude, Analyze, Prove

st

#

nd

#

.

4th Paragraph: Counterclaim
Write about your 3rd chosen text

1. IVF Statement about 3rd text
2. Claim Evidence #1
3. Explain Evidence #1
Text
4. Analyze Evidence #1
5. Claim Evidence #2
6. Explain Evidence #2
7. Analyze Evidence #2
8. Conclude, Analyze, DISprove

#

5th Paragraph:

Conclude the Argument, its Claim, and Counterclaim
1. Restate the current issue: Opinions contrast on the topic of whether or not
.
2. Restate your counterclaim: Although one side supports
the other side does not.
3. Restate your claim: All in all, I truly believe that

.
,
(counterclaim)

.
(claim)
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English III Exam:

TEXT-ANALYSIS ESSAY

WRITING

CENTRAL

STRATEGIES

IDEAS

Part 3 Point Value
4 possible points x 2 rubric points =
8 points /56 points
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Writing Part 3: Text-Analysis Response
Directions: Closely read the text provided and write a well-developed, text-based response
of two to three paragraphs. In your response, identify a central idea in the text and analyze
how the author’s use of one writing strategy (literary element or literary technique or
rhetorical device) develops this central idea. Use strong and thorough evidence from the
text to support your analysis. Do not simply summarize the text.

Part 3 Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Read the text provided.
Determine and write down your writing strategy and central idea.
Highlight 2-3 pieces of evidence for your writing strategy (pink).
Highlight 2-3 pieces of evidence for your central idea (yellow).
Write essay using the format given.

Writing Strategy:
Central Idea:
1st Paragraph
Introduction

2nd Paragraph
Writing Strategy

3rd Paragraph
Central Idea

1. Introduce the essay
by stating that a writing
strategy is used by
authors to develop a
central idea in their
writing.
2. IVF on the text with
the central idea and its
definition.
3. State the writing
strategy that is used to
develop the central idea.
4. Define the writing
strategy.
5. Create a statement
that states that the
chosen writing strategy
develops the chosen
central idea.

1. Begin with a topic
sentence about how the
writing strategy is used.
2. Evidence #1: Blend a
quote that shows the writing
strategy.
3. Explanation of Evidence
#1: Explain how your
writing strategy is used in
your quote.
4. Analysis of Evidence #1:
Analyze the quote using
specific language for your
chosen writing strategy.
5. Evidence #2: Blend a
quote that shows the writing
strategy.
6. Explanation of Evidence
#2: Explain how your
writing strategy is used in
your quote.
7. Analysis of Evidence #2:
Analyze the quote using
specific language for your
chosen writing strategy.
8. Conclude your paragraph.

1. Begin with a topic
sentence about how the
central idea is used.
2. Evidence #1: Blend a
quote that shows the central
idea
3. Explanation of Evidence
#1: Explain how your
writing strategy is used in
your quote.
4. Analysis of Evidence #1:
Analyze the quote using
specific language for your
chosen writing strategy.
5. Evidence #2: Blend a
quote that shows the writing
strategy.
6. Explanation of Evidence
#2: Explain how your
writing strategy is used in
your quote.
7. Analysis of Evidence #2:
Analyze the quote using
specific language for your
chosen writing strategy.
8. Conclude entire essay
with sentence on next page.
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Introduction
Writing strategies are used by authors to achieve a central idea
within their writing. In the fictional text,

,
title

a central idea of
author

verb

, which can be defined as

central idea

. The writing strategy used to develop

definition of central idea

the central idea is

which can be defined as
writing strategy

Both the writing strategy of

.

definition of writing strategy

and the central

writing strategy

idea of

are supported with evidence

throughout the text.

Having trouble memorizing the above introduction?
This is all it is!
1.
1.
2.
3.

Intro sentence
IVF sentence + introduction and definition of central idea
Introduction and definition of writing strategy
Concluding sentence, stating both writing strategy and central idea

2nd Paragraph: Writing Strategy

(Follow steps on previous page and write on your own.)

3rd Paragraph: Central Idea
(Follow steps on previous page and write on your own.)

Concluding Sentence
To conclude, the author uses

to develop
writing strategy

the central idea of
central idea

.
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Writing Strategies
through TICCS

A How-To guide for ANALYZING your Part 3 evidence!

ONE: the attitude of a piece of writing
How to analyze tone…
à Be sure to state WHAT KIND of tone the author uses to enhance
the central idea (ex: A depressing tone may enhance the central idea
of death.)
-Types of tones: depressing, angry, exciting, frightening, happy

MAGERY: using the five senses to paint a picture through description

How to analyze imagery…
à Be sure to state WHICH SENSE the author uses through imagery
to enhance the central idea (ex: If the author uses the sense of sight
to describe what a forest looks like, it may enhance the central idea
of nature.)
-The FIVE Senses: sight, hearing, taste, smell, touch

ONFLICT: a struggle or problem within a story
How to analyze conflict…
à Be sure to state HOW the character(s) are facing a conflict and
how the author uses the conflict to enhance the central idea (ex: If
two characters are facing a conflict between each other, it may
enhance the central idea of relationships, as people fight in
relationships.)

HARACTERIZATION: the description of a fictional character

How to analyze characterization…
à Be sure to state if the characterization is directly stated
or if the reader can assume something about a character (ex: If
a character in the text volunteers with the elderly, she may be
characterized as a kind and selfless character, and it may
enhance the central idea of generosity.)

ETTING: the time and place of a text
How to analyze setting…
à Be sure to state HOW the author uses setting to enhance the
central idea (ex: If the setting is an open field, it may enhance the
central idea of freedom.)
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Central Idea GUIDE
a list of central ideas and their definitions for options
to use on the Part 3 essay

QUARTER 1
“My Last Duchess”
by Robert Browning

Central Ideas…
Jealousy
Power
Status
Voice
Control
Madness
Gender
Roles

Hamlet

by William Shakespeare

Definitions…

showing envy of someone
having more rights than others
the social ranking of someone
the ability to express something
the power to influence behaviors
the state of being crazy or insane
the role or behavior learned by a
person appropriate to gender

Central Ideas…

Definitions…

Duty
Mortality
Revenge

a responsibility or commitment
the concept of death
taking action in a form of
payback
Action v.
the idea of going forward with
Inaction
an action VERSUS not moving
forward
Identity
the concept of who a person is
Family
a group of related people
Relationships the way two people are
connected
Appearance
things are not always as they
v. Reality
seem
*In addition to Gender Roles, Madness, Status,
and Power

A Room of One’s Own
By Virginia Woolf

(Benchmark)

Central Ideas…
Gender Roles, Madness, Voice, and Power
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QUARTER 2
The Souls of Black Folk,
Chapter 1: “Of Our Spiritual
Strivings”
by W.E.B. Du Bois

“The Atlanta Compromise
Speech”
by Booker T. Washington

“An Address by Elizabeth
Cady Stanton”
by Elizabeth Cady Stanton

“From the House of
Yemanja”
by Audre Lorde

(Benchmark)

Central Ideas…

Definitions…

Prejudice

a preconceived opinion note
based on fact or experience
Doublethe feeling of possessing more
Consciousness than one social identity
Freedom/
the power or right to act, speak,
Liberty
or think without restraint
Brotherhood
a feeling of bonding friendship
Civil Rights
the rights of citizens to be free
and equal
Work
activity involving physical work
in order to achieve a result
Tradition
customs or beliefs passed from
generation to generation
*In addition to Identity and Relationships
Central Ideas…

Definitions…

Oppression
faced to force unjust treatment
Discrimination the unjust treatment of
different people (based on
race)
Unity
the state of being joined
together
Education
receiving systematic
instruction at a school
*In addition to Civil Rights
Central Ideas…

Definitions…

Suffrage
a woman’s right to vote
Perseverance persisting in doing something
Hope
believing that something good
may happen
*In addition to Gender Roles and Civil Rights
Central Ideas…
Race

Definitions

a group of people belonging to the
same ethnic group
Desire
a strong feeling of want
*In addition to Identity, Double-Consciousness,
and Oppression
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QUARTER 3
“Hope, Despair, and
Memory”
by Elie Wiesel

Central Ideas…

Definitions…

Despair/
the complete loss of hope
Hopelessness
Memory
something remembered from
the past
Religion
a particular system of faith and
worship
Prevention
the act of stopping something
from happening
Culture
the customs of a particular
people or nation
*In addition to Oppression, Hope, and Civil Rights

QUARTER 4
“On the Rainy River” from
The Things They Carried
by Tim O’Brien

(Benchmark)

“The Red Convertible”
by Louise Eldrich

Central Ideas…

Definitions…

Spontaneity being able to make quick and
thoughtless decisions
Friendship a relationship with mutual trust
Kindness
the quality of being friendly and
warm-hearted
Heroism
showing great bravery
Survival
trying to continue to live or exist
Bravery
courageous behavior
Central Ideas…

Definitions…

Happiness

the feeling of contentment or
pleasure
Change
to make or become different
*In addition to Spontaneity, Freedom, and
Relationships

(Benchmark)

The Awakening
by Kate Chopin

Central Ideas…
Marriage

(Benchmark)

Definitions…

the legal union of two partners
in a personal relationship
Unhappiness/ feelings of severe sadness or
Depression
sorrow
*In addition to Relationships, Gender Roles,
Status, and Family

